Help students take their learning to
the next level with Brightspace
We get it. Students are juggling a lot between work, family, friends, classes. That’s where Brightspace can
help. With an intuitive design that is available on any device, students can save time with quick access to class
content, assignments, grades, and more.

Access from any device
The mobile-first design of the Brightspace platform
works on every device with no compromises.
Students will have full access to courses, optimized
for any screen size, no matter what device they have.
No more pinching and zooming.

Stay up-to-date
From the course homepage, students can see a social
interface with the latest announcements, reminders,
assignments and more. They can add comments to
each post, making it easy to ask questions. Students
can use help managing their time and that’s where
the Brightspace Pulse app comes in. Not only can
they access their courses (even offline), but they can
quickly manage their time with the calendar and
activity notifications.

Collaborate with others
With areas for live discussions, video assignments,
and discussion forums, students can connect and
learn from others in their course. No need to worry
about getting everyone together in the same place
for a meeting; they can connect online in a virtual
classroom using video.

Be organized and productive
In addition to accessing all their course content,
students can use Brightspace to complete quizzes,
upload assignments, check grades and interact with
their instructor. A calendar with upcoming activities,
assignments and tests will keep them on track.

Email: sales@D2L.com

More Fun than a Textbook
• Video lectures are fully searchable so students can
easily find information on a specific topic.
• With gamified content—including content that
unlocks as a student progresses, interactive
assessments, and badges as they achieve
outcomes—your students can stay engaged and
focused.
• Students can get feedback that is timely,
specific and relevant to them—with video-based
comments, annotated feedback and detailed
rubrics that will let them know how they did and
what they can do to improve.
• Students can practice presentations beforehand
using video assignments. They can watch a
recording of themselves, get feedback from others
and re-record as many times as they wish.
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